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    Product Name :
  TVET Facial Tool 9 Functions

  Product Code :
  NLAB-EDUCATIONTVET18008

 

 

  Description :

TVET Facial Tool 9 Functions

Technical Specification :

Voltage: AC200-240V/50Hz AC100-120V/60Hz

Wattage: 850W

Wire Length: 1.8m

Plug Standard: Can be changed to customer's requirement

Certification: CE, ROHS

Functions:

Facial Steamers:

The facial steamer is used to clean the skin thoroughly by opening the pores in order to remove impurities (like
blackheads, whiteheads, make up, etc. ) and generally revitalize the skin. The addition of ozone enriched steam
helps to promote a more sterile environment for further treatment of the skin.

High Frequency:
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High frequency provides germicidal, decongesting effect and can produce ozone that helps to cure wound easily
without leaving any pitted scar. It provides accurate intensity adjustment; And handle with spiral cable for better
mobility. This machine comes with both ultra violet and infrared electrodes in order to suit any skin types.

Galvanic:

Galvanic is for deep cleaning. Introduction of active substance by means of galvanic current which helps to
permeate the layers of skin much more intensively and deeply than with manual application.

Skin Lifting:

Lifting uses positive and negative electrical current to improve blood circulations, skin elasticity in order to tighten
skin texture and distance between skin cells. Visible dramatic results is revealed.

Vacuums & Sprays:

Vacuum suction treatments are for reshaping the body and removing blackheads and impurities from skin. The
suction cup/tube is attached to the unit and the pressure controls allow the esthetician to vary the strength of the
suction action. The movement is rhythmic stroke toward lymph nodes.

Usually this procedure is used on the face, thighs, hips, arms and abdominal areas. The movement hastens
removal of waste products and inverse pressure causes subcutaneous tissue to lift or arch to fill the cavity of the
cup attachment creating an erythematic and stimulating effect on the tissue.

Rotary Brushes:

Rotary brush is able to massage the skin while it deep cleanses skin surface. It can be used on different face
and body parts, especially on rough skin. Deep cleanses impurities away from skin surface and pores. Performs
rhythmic and vibrating massage in order to relieve stressed and tired skin. It also helps to accelerate and
improve blood circulations and metabolism. Client will feel refreshed and relaxed; And it leaves skin soft and
smooth.

Wood Lamp:

Wood lamp is to help identify clearly the qualities, problems and the unusual conditions of the skin; In order to
provide proper treatments.

Magnifying Lamp:

Magnifying lamp provides cool lighting, which would not sting eyes to make them tired. It is suitable to be used
for special esthetical treatments for precisions.

Special of this system:

Each function in this multi-function beauty system has its own power control. Even if one function is down, other
functions can still be workable.
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